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wHAT IS INTERCOM????2????????????

INTERCOM is a discussion journal for and by revolutionary socialists,
anarchist-, libertarian-, council-, and left-, communists.

INTERCOM is not the property of any one group, it was set up after
a conference held in Manchester last September. At that meeting
were groups and individuals from all Toler the country. we agreed
that a revue like INTERCOM was needed to help break down the~
sectarianism and isolation suffered by our ‘tendency’.

The editorial policy of INTERCOM was decided at that meeting. As
long as articles are in general agreement with the 1O points
outlined below, then they have a right to appear in the journal.
All we ask is that they be pre-typed on Universal stencils (unless
they are very short) to fit AA paper, and that they be reasonably
free of heavy jargon. The editorial group will publish anything
that they receive as long as it meets these criteria. The editing
of INTERCOM is to be rotated round a number of groups, this one
has been produced by members of CARELESS TALK (N.Staffs).

' INTERCOM is divided into two sections, new articles and leaflets
and newsheets. we regard this seconi section as very important, as
it lets others know what is being produced, and could provide
examples to be copied or developed. It should also lead to discussion
of their content. If you want a newsletter or leaflet to be included
then send either stencils or at least 150 copies of the leaflet to
the editorial group. (If the copy you are reading has no such leaf-
lets in it, the reason is that we produced over ISO copies of INTERCOM.)

INTERCOM is available mainly on a subscription only basis. It
costs 30p a copy (inoloding p&p) or 20p if unwaged and unable to
afford any more. Bulk orders (1O or more copies) at 25p each.
Money and orders for extra copies of this issue should be
sent to: R.kNISHT,c/o Students Union, The University, Keele, Staffs
~with no other flame on the envelope. All cheques, postal orders
etc mggt be le”i uiaww. as we have no account in the name of
INTERCOM» LAREtE5S FAIR or R.KwIOHT.

r
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The major article in this issue is "AN ENGINEER URITES", by
Simon Leefe. This is a slightly shortened version of a document‘
he circulated in response to an artiele by Louis Robertson in
the last issue of INTERCOM. The article locks at many problems of . _
the current economic crisis, unemployment, computerisation and
so on. It does not pretend to be the definitive piece, rather it
sets oot to ask some searching ouestions. we hope it will T .
stimulate discussion in future issues of INTERCOM.

Not all articles in INTERCOM necessarily reflect the IO points,
one example is Laurens Otter's pieee, “News from williamlMorris",'
later in this issue. we published it because we thought it
interesting, and likely to provoke response.

INTERCOM CONFERENCE. Careless Talk agreed to host the second
INTERCOM conference. Could groups and individuals interested
in attending let us know as soon as possible so we can arrange
details. i

THE FOLLOUINC POINTS FORM THE MINIMUM POLITICAL BASIS FOR REGULAR
PARTICIPATION IN THE PUBLICATION OF INTERCOM

I. Opposition to the class society ohich exists in every country
in the world.

2. Commitment to the communist objective - abolition of nation states “
and the money/market/wages system and its replacement by the
common ownership and democratic control of the world's resources.

3. Rejection of 'nationalisation‘ as any kind of solution to
working class problems.

 4. Support and encouragement for independent working class struggle
outside the control of the trade unions (inclucing the shop
stewards and ‘rank and file‘ movements), and all political parties.

5. Opposition to all capitalist and nationalist parties, including
the Labour party.

6. For the active participation by the whole working class in its
own emancipation through a social revolution which overthrows
all governments, bosses and leaders.  V

7. Rejection of all ‘national liberation’ struggle.
8. Active opposition to racism and sexism. ‘ ~
9. Oppositirn to religion and all other ideological mystifications.  

TO. Support fsr principled co-operation among revolutionaries and ~
opposition to sectarianism. I

THE NEXT ISSUE........THE NEXT I5SUE.......THE NEXT ISSUE..... THE.

The next issue of INTERCOM is being produced by wILOCAT. All
contributions, articles, leaflets, orders etc. for_INTERCOM no.3
should be sent to them by July lst, 1983. Their address ls:
wILOCAT, Box 25, 164-166 Corn Exchange, Hanging Oitch, Manchester
M4 BBN.
@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@&@

This issue printed and published by memebers of the careless talk
collective, R.Xnight, c/o students union, the university, keele,
staffs, 16th April 1983.

-—-A _ _ | ._ _
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THE NEw SOLIOARITY T A PHOENIX FROM THE ASHES ???

'SOLIOARITY' The first issue of a new series cf the SOLIOARITY
magazine came out in den/Feb this year some 9 months after the
planned launch date following the effective dissolution of the

I old national group. The reassembled group has reverted to the old
arrangement whereby the main organisation is based in London and
a whole national network revolves around this. The magazine is

-composed primarily of material that has previously appeared in
either newsletter on discussion paper format so it wont be news
to those who have been in close contact with the wld organisations,
but it will pr bably be of interest t those on the periphery.
The editorial is in two parts. The first makes a fairly honest,
if incomplete attempt at explaining
the old organisation. Unfortunately

the splits that occured in
in an attempt to keep it brief,

over simplification has led to misrepresentation in some areas.
In particular, and with good reason
London in the new organisation. our
and other members is reduced from a

 of individual disputes. THE link we
of members to trade unionism/social

considering the dominance zf
criticisms of the London group
cohesive whole to a series
made between the attitudes
democracy/CNO is ignored.

They also ignore the fact we criticised them, not only on a new
position advanced on the basis of inadeguasies in Cardans theories

1

but glgg in terms of their Qwn previous relative clarity.
’ .

The second part of the editorial makes some attempt to outline
_ the problems in theory and practise which the organisation at it's

different stages of‘development‘ has faced. Some valid points are
made here and a very ambitious programme is set forth. Unfortunatel
their failure to take full stock of the criticisms made by previous
defectors such as ourselves and the ‘oldguard‘ who left shortly
before us, don‘t give them a very good start. None~the-less, I
wish them lock i their pr ject._.I --n _J_:

Contact:~ Solidarityycfo 123 Lathom
Back issues of the old ‘Solidarity for Social Revoiuti:n' magazines

n.s. ‘wildcat‘ (Manchester)
March '83

Road, London E6.

produced in Manchester are still available for £1.08 inc. postage
from Box 25, 164/5 Corn Exchange, Hanging Ditch, Manchester M4 SEN.

OEEEREOOERRAREOOOOOOOOEOREEROROEORRRNOOOOROOEEOOEEROEROOEOEOOOOOOOEOOE

AN ENGINEER WRITES. A
 

F mi cw AW 'ri~ e" rs‘ rt ow rair err as L‘? 0' as one’CArIiaLI n ajD idfi _LC-;SIuN' ( r w i i@~ .xL J .013 pi»)

The ‘health’ of an economy is determined by bow much money is in Circulation

piuvrlugn-nu-Iiflnu-I»£DPQfliI

(i.e. how many transactions are being undertaken) which determines how
much wealth is being created. Why? The ‘value‘ of money (WhiCh lfi, after
all, only paper) is determined by people's confidence in its ability to
obtain something. When transactions are taking place freely, Confidence
in the value of money is high, and so investment is encouraged, thus
Wealth is created, either as increased production or as interest, Thus
recession is characterised by:

- few transactions A
~ low investment

low production. i

\

— hence unemployment (fewer people required to produce)

5
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_T  >r ;§ical picturehend cQpr§§_g§“§mg§pe¢siop- .. ' ' . .. ,_,.:',_,,_,,,_.,,,,,=,,_ .. . . . _ .-'-‘- *

1.For some reason (e.g. shortage oi a basic raw material) prices rise.
2.h%ghtpri%es result, cgusing a fall in consumption. (You don't buy something

1 1 s  oo expensive .  
3.This fall in demand means less is produced. (You don't make something if -

you can't sell it.)
4.Fal1 in production causes unemployment, (less produced, fewer needed to .

produce it,) and wage cuts, either directly by lowering oi income or in»
directly by further price rises~~inilation is a drop in a “real wage”,i.e.
less can be bought per hour spent at work, earning. Both forms of wage -
cut represent capitalists‘ attempts to maintain profitability.

Earnest
1."Free market” model:- capitalists can't continue to ask prices nobody can

afford to pay, so prices must eventually fall to a
more acceptable level.

Therefore:~ consumption up
demand up
production up
employment up

This is the theory, anyway. The free market economy is supposed to be
self-regulating: "Ii I have A which you want and you have B which I want
the terms oi the exchange will be agreed”. Is this too simple a picture?
Comments, please.

2. External stimulus to the economy, e.g. war. Production is deemed essential
so goods are produced, despite initial low levels of profit, wages are
earned, full employment is secured, and goods are manufactured. Re-arma-

W ment under the real or perceived threat of war could be placed in the
same category. -

3."Artificial respiration” approach, "reilation“,'the Keynsian model:
production re-started by injection of iborrowed" capital (from somebody
else, from government funds, or simply by printing more*.) This enables *
investment and hence increase in production at lower cost, hence consump—
tion increases, demand, production of consumer goods and employment all
increase. Out oi the wealth thus created. the loan is re—paid, further
investment can be made and the economy is “back on its feet”.
This approach succeeded in the '30s (Roosevelt's "Few Baal“ and Hitler's
creation of employment) and the *Narshall Plan" for the re—construction
of postewar best Germany.

4."Monetarism“: aims to break the vicious circle of sage and price rises at
the prices end~~by controlling inflation. The price oi goods is seen as
being roughly equivalent to the fraction

asserts. 0f In one in
number of goods being produced

(i.e. amount of money around per commodity for sale). When production has.
fallen, as in a recession, this fraction is too big, since its denominator
is too small. It can be restored not by increasing the derominator (the
Keynsian approach, outlined above) but by reducing the numerator, i.e. -
restricting the amount of money in circulation. This is done by "controll-
ing the money supply“ i.e. not printing any more money, not subsidising
industry from government funds and not securing loans of foreign capital.

e current rece 'Ea I ' ssion
Its course has followed the classic model outlined above. The stimulus

triggering the initial price rises is usually pinned down to yhe formation
of OPEC (the Organisation of Petrolium Erpbrting Countries) and the sub-
sequent massive rises in oil prices at a time when industry was increasingly
oil~based for primary sources oi_power. The wages/prices spiral hit its
worst around '74 and '75 with 20% inflation.

*You can get away with printing more money ii its value is going to be restored.
If not, the value of money merely decreases+~people don‘t believe a £1 note is
worth What it says, and so don't invest it.

u-4.
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1. ? -We are no longer in a "free market" in the classical sense—-this '

will be discussed~—so we do not expect the economy to be self-regulating.
.' 1

2. ? ~de are not at war (in any major sense, he adds, thinking of the
 Falhlands) so are not under an gppgpgpgve to produce. "

3, ? -The heynsian approach of refletion»—public spending—~has been tried by
the last Labour government along with the "social contract" in attempt
also to limit wage rises. It failed. however, they appear set for

. another try. Thy the failure? This is THE economic question of the day,
though possible reasons will be discussed.

4. ? émonetarism has succeeded in bringing down inflation, but at the expense
of just about everything else, since only the top half of the fraction

a9n.ei;;an,¢sis"r:el.a’s.sa
commodities produced

has been tackled, with the result that both top and bottom are now
lower than they “should” be. alright, so prices are relatively under
control but production is down, still, so people are out of work, so
less money is being spent since fewer are earning, so there is less
demand which could have the effect of depressing the bottom of the
fraction still further, and so on. In other words prices are down, but
at the expense of production and trade.  

Since this recession is worldwide, it would be interesting to discuss what
approaches are being adopted by other industrialised nations. any readers
who can help out in this respect, please write and tell us.

-Whl,£§“E2}s r€2?SEi@n.Q§fisf%E£?,QQ£nlHit fiiffehmhlnailhlhll
c+I3’ (Dassist *‘free.._..ai~;I,.i.1.*~.s.??.‘i.i.

above, it was indicated that contemporary capitalism is no longer the ‘free
market“ economy of the 19th century. Why not?
--In a free market, prices are agreed between producers and consumers (i.e.
between businesses and their customers) by supply and demand, purely and
simply. Since Keynes, capitalist economics has been subject to government
intervention as a third, semi~independent force in the merket~place, by its
ability to subsidise or own industries and secure loans of foreign finance.
~—Nationalisation, in particular, ensured that a government could become a
capitalist itself, in a direct sense, but also could subsidise its industrial
concerns from public funds-~something which privately owned “pure” capitalist
concerns cannot do. Clearly, this affects the conditions of competition.
—~There has been a move towards cooperation amongst capitalists to further
their common interests g§mg§"itg;§gpg rather than cutting each others’
throats in fierce competition ZCBI, OPEC, etc.) so that manufacturing or
producing companies cooperate in a programme to keep prices high, rather
than undercutting each other.
The new technology
Background--miles ones in industrial history
?§i“TfWTT§ylor studies "work rates" related to the problem of shovelling coal

at the end of the nineteenth century. His ideas were adopted and elabor-
ated by Gilbreth who developed "method study”. It did not take long for
the new "science" of dork Study to be widely tahen up in industrial
management. This "scientific management" consists, basically of improv-
ing the efficiency of tasks and assessing the performance and improving
the output of a worker. For instance, in Time and Motion study, tasks
are analysed, broken down to the smallest elements (e.g. “grip object“)
and "standard times“ for each such operation are assessed. Thus tables
‘of standard times have been drawn up from which, by synthesis of opera-
tions it is possible to arrive at the most time-effective method of doing
some new task, and assess how long it should take to perform the whole
job. Fine. But optimum methods for high productivity are not always

O
Q. ' . _- J, I _ v _ . ‘J
.-- ' . ' . 0 1 . I *“ '. '
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competiole with job setisfrction, and secondly the existence of a dstan»
dard"time for a job means that a worker's performance can be assessed and
incentives and bonuses can be offered as a management technique of cone
trol. Method Study (closely related, since the time of a fiob depends on
the method used) is concerned with hos a job is done for the greatest
efficiency and has resulted in the "division of loeour , i.e. different
elements of a task have beer given to different workers where the wholeto
‘ob may have been done by one before. Result: deeshillin end conse uent¢. ¢ ’ 0

alienation, detatchment from product, loss of contact with overall pro~
ductive process hence isolation and ignorance. dhcientific management"
philosophy was summarised ne.tly hy Taylor, himself:

“In my system, the workman is told precisely what to do and
how he is to do it, and any improvement he makes upon the
instructions aivcr to him is fetal to success."

Standardisation of parts, introduced by Singer (of sewing machines fame)
Previously, if a machine hrohe, a local engineer would make a replace~
ment part to match the old one. hith the opening of the West in the *
spares had to be available to order, so had to he made to specified
"tolerances" i.e. allowed differences from stated dimensions, (ho part
can be made exactly to size every time~-the closer you get to this ideal
the harder they are to make therefore more expensive.) This led to the
beginning of "quality control", another essential in the process of:

.
~;

O 'r'.-"\.
.. 2,4

O

Mass production. This is where contemporary industry could be considered
as starting. Originated by Henry Ford (of motor car fame) in the 4.5.
mass production relies on the standardisation of parts, planning of
resources (the right bits appearing on the productio; line at the right
time), the division of labour (at its worst on the production line)-M. , , . H __ , _ - ., p.hence a magor challenge to the function of management. dere "raylorism" —
or “scientific management" comes into its own.
Where mass production takes place, we are, by definition, producing lgggp,
pugppps of a product (as opposed to “one-offs" or "hatch production"
which is still common in some industries, where large runs are not required
and hence can afford to invest in erpensive "plant" (i.e. machinery),
since the numbers produced will justify its cost . Thus the nert develop~
ment was widespread automatggp.
automatic machinery has to oe _geQ§he.ce tlere was a development" " ‘ control  , n s "1 I -
in “control systems“ (i.e. the buttons and levers, pneumatics and hydrau~
lics to operate the mechenical devices handling the products).
World Tar II provided an enormous input of technical research into all
fields of industry, especially in the field of cohtrol and materials (much
of the work coming from the aircraft industry).
The '50s were characterised by design for consumption (built in.obso—
lescence, diversity of cheap and nasty consumer goods) and the growth -
of these consumer goods industries mahing TVs, washing machines, cars, etc
In 1947 the transistor was invented, but its impact on industry was not9

really felt until the '60s. first in the field of consumer electronics “
(radio, TV, record player amplifiers, etc.) and the development of
electronic control systems, in which transistor amplifier-based circuits
providing electrical outputs to operate valves and drive servo-motors
are used instead of more cumbersome and costly pneumatics.
is semiconductor (the stuff of which transistors are node) technology
advanced, so means were discovered of making other circuit elements,
such as resistors and capacitors, out of the same material, so that, for
example, a transistor and a capacitor could be made out of the SAME PIECE
of material, and so whole circuits could be rut down on one single
silicon chip~— it became a question of how much you could cram into how
small a space, for economy of scale and price. Successes in this field
made possible the micro—computer, for handling data, and it is this which
is having such a profound effect on the uorld.

I
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The first and perhaps most innoccuous use of the computer was as an aid to
lengthy and tedious calculations for eaample inthe field of stress analysis.
However, l am really concerned with the effects on the productive process, and
on patterns of employment.

The first area to be hit in a major way was the automatic control of
machine tools (lathes, milling machines, punches, etc.). The machine can be
programmed to carry out a sequence of operations, obviating the necessity
of an operator to control these operations. Such macines are called C.h.C.
machines (computer numerically controlled), and systems employing them are
termed CAM (computereaided manufacture).

wt the same time computers were being installed in ggmggggg, for data hand-
ling of accounts and in clerical work in the form of word processors (sort
of sophisticated typewriters which can take information straight from a
computer or off the telephone, and type it up neatly at a phenomenal rate. 
Next time you watch World of Sport look out for the machine which prints
incoming football results and you'll see what I mean).

Another significant area is that of computer-aided design (CAD), in which
the computer ‘holds’ standard parts (e.g. pipeefittings, valves, bolts, etc.)
of any size the operator chooses which are then fitted together by moving
them around the screen using a light—sensitive pencil to place them where
you want to assemble a ‘design’. The computer is linked to an automatic
drawing machine, which it controls and, at the press of a button, the finished
design is drawn for you in a matter of minutes, (an incredible sight!)

e Also, and of growing significance, we have computereaided management systems,
which, as far as I know, are basically an extension of the data storage
function to using these data (selecting relevant data) to present “optimum
soIutions* to management problems by working out calculable fpros and cons’
to various hypothetical courses of action.
Th ectgflgg fag.*:eFeff,,_‘. -I
The new technology started to bite with the introduction of CNC machines.
Clearly, the ouyput from these exceeds anything that conventional machines
can churn out by, typically, a factor of 5 or 10, and the quality is generally
better and more consistent, p rticularly on "difficult jobs“. (I recently
saw a chess set turned out in a few minutes from 1" diameter steel bar).(
This has resulted in large scale redundancies (just as clerical workers are
being replaced by word processors) (I wish l could be replaced by a word
processor--typist.) and in further de-shilling for those left~~a skilled
lathe operator now may well be employed to load, watch and unload 2 ore}
CNC machines.

Ls an aside, the way was paved for the displacement of shop~floor workers
by the development of management philosophy over the previous decade or so.
To illustrate:

"Our immediate concern, let us remember, is the exploitation of the oper-
ating unit approach to systems design no matter what materials are used. We
must take care to prevent this discussion from degenerating into the single-
sided analysis of the complex characteristics of one type of systems material,
namely human beings. Yhat we need is an inventory of the manner in which
human behaviour can be controlled, and a description of some of the instru-
ments which will help us achieve that control. If this provides us with
sufficient handles or human materials so that we can think of them as metal
parts, electrical power or chemical reactions, then we have succeeded in
placing human material on the same footing as any other material, and can
proceed with our problems of systems design. There are, however, many dis-
advantages in the use of these human operating units. They are somewhat
fragile, they are subject to fatigue, obsolescence, disease and even death.
They are frequently stupid, urreliahle and limited in memory capacity. But
beyond all this, they sometimes seek to design their own circuitry. This, in
a material, is unforgivable, end any system utilising them must devise i
appropriate safeguards." C  

Robert Boguslaw "The new Ttopians: a study of Systems Design
k, and Social Change“ Englewood Cliffs l.J. rrentice—Hall 1965

' ' ' ' ' ' ' —L'--- -'-"- —— 4 ' " ' ' r‘ tr’ ' r" r ‘4~" " r i ---1
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This was quoted in hike Cooley’s “Architect or Bee? The Human/Technology
Relationship" Langley Technical Services, 95, Sussex Elace, slough SL1 1HN.
Thoroughly recommended for a complete and thorough analysis of new technology.

C.£.D. is taking the creativity out of design and putting draughtspeople '
out of work. hike Cooley suggests that the de~skilling of the design process.
will result in the "proletarianisation" of designers and engineers as the .
company appropriates more of their shill and ability by “putting it on
computer“. 
.In management, the computer is taking decision—making out of the hands of“

people higher and higher up the line; it possesses all the facts so is in
the best position to make ‘rational’ judgements. bhat we should be asking
is, "The computer is the optimum solution on WHOSE criteria?" Obviously, the
assumption on which its programmes are based is that the object is to maximise
profit. however, the argument that, ‘The computer said so, it must be right" .
should be watched for very carefull =-. QV '  

1-his o..£.?.;§.l€,h¢.fE.k¥iili£d...9.i;_,..§.%£L?.ld~.1..i.§.Y%  
Whilst all this was in its early stages, in the late m gor changes

were occurring in the ggpgggggp of capital. This was the ag of the company
merger, the building of the G.E.C.s of this world, the birth of the monolith»
ic corporations, the multinationals. Small firms were bought out by the
thousand with the result that most major industrial companies are now sub~
sidiaries of one of the big corporations, or have been bought by the govern-
ment (”nationalised“). This was followed br internal re—structuring with v
widespread redundancies (“rationalisation”). The significant results of this
progess seem to be: I  k I

1 1 ~ " . s c " , . " ,

CA O
P1TQ (Du

The centralisation of vast amounts of capital into fewer hanos has put _
the market much closer to being a monopolistic one. (Though whilst
there is still competition between corporations I'm not sure why this
is significant. gny suggestions?) A

2) The more global nature of a multinational's capital means that it is
much less susceptible to sanctions or influences exerted by any one
government.  t  

3) The allocation of resources and capital, globally, is much more flexible.
(If labour costs in the U.h. are too high, stuff it ,I'll get cheap
labour in Taiwan). This has led to a significant shift of capital out of
the best and into the Third Forld. (igain, the significance of this
fact as regards the present recession eludes me. Is it relevant?)

:80, I have outlined 3 major areas of difference between conditions now and
during the last reoession:~ the end of the “free market"  

 - the new technology
~ the re~structuring of capitalismeemultinationals.

which of these are important in explaining this recession? Do any imply that,
this recession is different from any previous ones in terms of economics?
One could put the question this way:  p  

In the past, capitalism has always destroyed existing jobs, bgi it has
always created new ones. Jill it this time? If not, why not? '

I think this question has to be answered in terms of the new technology,
but before I address myself to this question I want to look at another
question, to complete the historical background, namely:

the..shaa_s1f_wa, |f| ,as_1;.es <1;.1‘:nsiisi1:00nhr  We must realise that the days of the 19th century capitalist entrepreneur
are over (apart from the odd buffoon like Freddie Laker). Boards of directors
don't sit in offices plotting how to do the workforce out of as much money
as they can, anymore. Most bosses would rather pay higher wages for a docile
workforce than keep wages as low as they dare. also, I really don't think
many managers actually relish the prospect of redundancies~~ it is something
they tend to fend off until they "have to" lay people off. dy this, I don't
mean that capitalists are any less devoted to making s profit than they ever
have been, but that the attitude towards the workforce is slightly different.
This may go back to the opening question of precisely VHO is a worker and
who is a capitalist? hhere do office workers, accountants, work study engine
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Page 9
eers, designers come in? They do not own or control capital, but their work
is non-productive. What I am getting at is that things are not so clear—cut

Ci"C“- "§ 1!“ c( tr} ="~""" T"?
-ll"

industry, I choose '_ csii =sare~holders, direct-
ors, senior management and those employees involved with allocation and
organization of finance and comherce as the "ruling class" in industry, or “
“management” (though I am open to criticism about this admittedly arbitrary
choice) and those involved in production, design and testing as “productive
workers" or “the workforce" since without them sound products could not he  
produced. (hhht about research workers?)

The first thing to note is that management has recognised this blurring of
traditional divisions and has cultivated it in several ways: _ _
1. — It is increasingly tahing after the Japanese approach, recognising that
there will always be an US/THEM divide in a competitive society. They have
cunningly attempted (and largely succeeded) to re-identify the Q6 and THEM
so that pt is no longer management/workforce but company/competitors. The
compeny the “corporate us" if you like) is one big, happy team, commonly
striving for efficiency to beat “them”--the competition. That way, so the
phetoric goes, all the employees will benefit from the increased profits.
But they don't. For 2 reasons-~firstly, it is always in the com any's

interests to keep labour costs low (therefore profitability high) and second,
profit must be reeinvested to improve productivity and heep production costs
low
2. - The integration of the trade union structure into the company structure.
The unions, as an institution ore just as conservative as the management,
end in many instances far more so. They are completely committed to the
smooth—running of the capitalist economy “With a human face“ (i.e. a Labour
government, though even this is being dropped now). again, the same rationale
applies: "the profit of the company is to the benefit of the employees."

How have the morhforce been bought off? By allowing themselves to be *
represented by Union bureaucrats to speak for them, who agree to and are
encouraged to participate in the running of the company "so that they'll
realise that We have no choice but to make herd and unpopular decisions”——
true if you accept the logic of the capitalist economy. For this reason
workers‘ demands are systematically co~opted then actively encouraged. home
examples: »The closed shop ~nith several unions involved; divide and rule,

~More monev; incentive schemes, overtime rates, productivity bonuses

play them off
against each other

~with one union; only one representative to
’ negotiote with for the wholeworkforce~~easi1y bought 0ff..

-all get more work out of the same number of people
which is cheaper than employing more on a full time.
basis. also helps to instil the work ethic.

' —Vorker participation; show them how tough it is at the top andget them to cooperate in their own exploit-
etion.

-Job rotation/job enrichment (whatever that is)~meke it less un—  pleasant and stop them moaning.
These serve the purpose of making the workforce believe they have a measure

of involveme nt in or control over the running of “their” company, thus
securing commitment.

"Using these basic strategies, management has largely been able to achieve
the whcle-sale incorporation of CFC machines onto the shop floor—~forcing
redundancies, de-shilling and alienation in the interests of “our” company.
(Yes, redundancy, for some people is a had thing, since a paid job can be
an economic and social necessity.) h more recent strategy, however, has been
the hehvy~handed threat of redundancy to secure low levels of pay and a high
level of cooperation.

’ ' rt tr h . ‘s how to replace people mith machines in thestrategy appears to oe to introduce newManagement s nest Pr" lo lem
field of intellectual pork
technology as a gadget, a ‘t Oi-31"’

i

(D
or an experiment then get the computer to
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pace and time its operator, thus effectively functioning as,a work study
practitioner. Thus armed with data about the inefficiency of operators,
management can ‘prove’ that the humans are superfluous and cut down on staff,e
or at least extract more wort from them by making the computer pace them.
Mike Cooley sees the computer as the “Trojan horse with which Teylorism is ' ,
going to be introduced into the field of intellectual worh“, and I see no
reason to disagree.  . _

The management's final trump card comes when they install computerised
management aids, programmed with their own logic, then turn around to the ,
staff and say, "Look, the computer says we should do this". Us don't argue '
with computers because they give us logical optimum solutions.

3The wittily named F.i.S.T. (ha ha) which abbreviates Factory hutomated Systems _
‘Technology. This is the logical next step in the process already outlined-- -
namely, the lirk—up and co-ordination of the separate computer~controlled
areas: - handling by robotics

~ machining by ONO u
- automated in-factory transportation
~ computer—aided design
~ computerised draughting
— robotic welding and painting
— procurement, sales and accounts by telephone—linked

computer systems
all brought under the control of e central computer, enabling a complete
works to employ only a handful of people. This has already started to happen“
in the motor industry (Fiat), but will be spreading to all sorts of less
ideally suited industries soon. -

(The other up-and~coming industry to watch is biotechnology (including gene- .
tic engineering)-—in its respectable guise (manufactured antibodies, imp— H
roved crop strairs, etc.). Of course, parallel work in germ warfare will ”
also go on, but that can be considered as outside the main industrial arena.

So, growth industries will be (are):— information technology hardware
- biotechnology
— robotic and control eouipment
- consumer electronics (videos, home

computers, etc.)  
- computer “software” (programme de-

velopment), both for industrial
systems and the consumer market, as

 in TV games, for example.
gpchgplogical Utopia?  
Great! Fully automated factories. ho more alienating work. ho more shit ,

jobs ;nd trade union bureaucrats. To more 8.30 till 5.00. Surplus production
from un~“manned" (sorry) factories, heeping us all in abundance. Zhht more
could we ask for? Unfortunately, life isn't like that. is long as 'money' - ,
exists, internationally, capitalism will sell at the highest possible prices  
to those who can afford to buy, i.e. to those who are paid a wage to pro~
duce (or supposedly to aid production, at least). Khy will capitalists give
us cars, when they can gggl them to Third World developing countries? Theo
truth of the matter is that automation means unemgloyment means pitiful
state handouts to buy essentials and thus subsist.

The "Right to Torh‘ qggstion
The demand for the ‘right to work" is logical, if workers want merely to

retain their living standards within the frameworh of a capitalist economy.
It presents no threat to capitalism-~whilst worhers are desperate to work
(even if it is on ‘socially useful production’), they can be paid low wages .
for this privilege whilst merely slowing down the rate of redundancies.
Similarly, the ‘rejection of work" could be just as impotent. lndustrialists
will be only too pleased to see the back of “trouble~makers“ who opt for
the dole-eit saves them the hassle of sacking them! and helps out down the ~

' ' W  '
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workforce, aiding management in its programme of replacing labour with plant
capital.

What would be a threat is, 1) the Qggg refusal of work, i.e. if a large,
~number of productive workers opt out of production, pgw while they are still
needed, and when investment in the technology to replace them is low, due ‘
to the recession; or 2) the classic "seizure of the means of production" --
occupations, workers’ councils or similar and the direct running of factories
by the workers, without (bosses. doth areas have their problems, in theory,
let alone in practice! I would like to see these fully discussed, in future
issues. Pricipally, the objections are:

1) How do we subsist in the mean time? I
2 Sounds suspiciously similar to the existin  order—-factories, work,

prodtction (of what?) and the possibility %probability?) of new leaders
and factions arising.

Besides, and perhaps more important, there is the consideration that both
would have to be international (a) to affect the multinationals seriously
and (b) to avoid the economic necessity of participating in a capitalistic 
 global economy.

(Beginning to look a bit bleak, eh?)
But I digress: I em talking about what lg happening and what thelikely

outcome will be, not what would be a good idea to do about it. The question
was, can the population of the industrialised nations be supported without
pggplg producing? I've posited a ‘no’ because capitalists won't gilg to the
poor unemployed, and governments won't pay the unemployed a wage--thus manu-
factured goods will go elsewhere (the Third World). .  

another, quite interesting argument can be made as to why capitalism just
CnfFOT provide a technological Ftopia: v

In capitalism, things are produced when people_can buy them, thus producing
profit (the difference between cost price and sale price). This is what g
 distinguishes capitalism from any other means of distribution. To buy some-
thing you need money. To have mone. you need to gggg it. (You can't just
print it otherwise it has no value). (The crucial question here is where
does money come from?) Imagine yourself in 2100 A3, when all production is
automated. Fobody earns anything, so items cannot be “bought” (i.e. with
'money'), so profit cannot be made, that is, the sum total of wealth cannot
be increased. Capitalism, therefore, could not exist, as such. Thus capital-
ism and complete automation & worklessness are mutually exclusive.

(This argument only applies if money is a precondition for profit. Is it?)
This is encouraging! If we want Utopia we must necessarily abandon capitalism,
produce and exchange for need, without money, not for greed, with profit.

Likely developments
It seems that, because of the global re»structuring of the ownership of

capital, and because of the enormous scope and impact of the new technology,
the standard, Keynsian remedy of public spending as stimulus to the economy
will fail again. Moneterism is stagnatory for capitalists (the OBI was
amongst the first to call on Thatcher for a U-turn in economic policy), so
will be abandoned, sooner or later. So, how is capitalism responding to the
recession now, and how will it develop?

The basic trend, at the moment, is the gradual investment in new technology,
capital—intensive but time~ and labour~saving productive methods, despite
the difficulty in investing now. Why? Simply as a matter of sprvival. If
European industry does not keep abreast with technological advances then,
barring major political change, it will simply cease to exist. If Japanese
firms can produce cars of better quality than  ou can for £1000 less (and
it's not just cars——it's everything-—literally) which are also more reliable,
you have to find the most economical way of manufacturing them yourself and
opt for it, otherwise you will not sell any and collapse. It's as simple as
that. Really. ("Socialists", who are pro-British industry should remember o
this—~their own logic justifies current trends in employment and wage levels).
There is no alternative, short of abandoning capitalism~~beware of "socialists"
telling you otherwise. It is precisely for the reason that the Trade Unions
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p The trend will continue towards capital investment and*felling:employment@ 
I reason, for the reasons shove, Gut what of jobs in the Fboom industries‘ 4
mentioned earlieree information technology, consumer electronics; bioteohei _
nniogy and robotic hardware? res, there will re new-jobs created, but rewer
than those"destroyed,becausethese‘indust¥ies themselves are»caritale _ _
intensive and automated; in many instasges. also, many of the labcureintensive
processes involved (assembly of electronid items, TVs, etc.) are carried out
‘BY sheep labour, available to the multinationals in the Third World. _

It is my opinion that Yestern markets ere becoming “saturated” (we all
shave ...., TVS, fridges, etc.). fieveral possible reaSOns could be suggested:
U e the icon‘ of ouilt—in obsolescence no longer works so well. Consumers

~are demanding more reliable _longer~lasting products and forming consumery
protection groups to that end. (e.g. all new cars are now well underfléfllds
and rust-proofed). So the turnover of consumer durables is less rapid.

w lfiwer employment on'a permanent basis (because of automation) willgmean.
less money with which to buygocds: capitalists will be less able to I
 se11 them in the lest. T   1  -

M Therefore we will see further development in the Third Uorld. What may
Thapyen is that more work-will be exported there and better wages paid, so
that workers there will be able to afifird goods produced in automated fact~~
 ories in the developed countries. This could solve capitalism's immediate .
isdonomic problem of how to continue producing and Whcfd $0 S811. It remains,
to be seen whether capitalist conosrfis will be long~sighted enough to take
cthe necessary rishseP(Would ydu be the first to start dishing out-substantial.
wage rises, enabling your competitors to undercut your necess.ri1y increased
cprices?) It‘s next problems are social and poliviceleswhes to 50 @b@u3 §h@( -
zmillions of poor and unemployed Europeans who are used ta a relatively high
,standard of living and must have it taken away from under their noses.

=The system has maintained itself so far by providing the illusion of "
.nontentment, 'good‘ and 'freedom‘, in the form of spectacular consumpti0n,_
?religion and representative *democracy', respectively, in which we passively.
spectate and are entertained, hypnotised, conned. It has been marvellouslyn
(effective, and so will be continued as a ploy.

x.

I think that r working hours and 'work~sharing’ will be the chosen
Course-because, — it will help perpetuate the work ethic L

i - it will continue to provide wages, (i) for consumption;(ii) as a sedative.

m.
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*HoWever, both these pp the dole will result in more leisure time and fewer» »
fproductivet hours. Both leisure facilities and state handouts cost money.
Where will this come from? High tar on company profits in the Third World?
The major problem will be what to do to prevent the development of political
conciousness as wage drops are forced and more people have more time to. .
 think/act independently. This eventuality is being catered for already, as
I see it, in two important ways:~ j  g  

1) "the Russian Threat“-~"political involvement": Soviet~style Stalinismsj -
i Iand therefore is acrime in the eyes of the state.

and its mass media. Besides, who wants communist
-r trouble-makers at home, when the Russian tanks'

are waiting to roll across Europe?
(_, p eeother lies and distortions about “def6nce".p '
:2) "Social atomisation“~-this is by far the mere insidious and dangerous.

ready means of the housing it provided, the old  
T people's homes it built, the Welfare State it 

provided_and the propaganda it pushed, the $Y$temE
ihas destroyed any *oommunities" which may have t
existed and created the nuclear family (Mum,
 Dad and 1.8 kids) as the fundamental social unit.

~+It is n¢W,soinsv@ne better snd~smeshinsrecsial
 ties1stiliLiurther, towe¥fis the¥goel*vf.mekins-

r
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the individual as the "sociali unit, and isolating I
her/him to become an anti-social unit. This is
already being done through alienated sex (the rotting
corpse or the ‘sexual revolution” culminating in it
snuff movies), television (we don't talk about the \
may we feel, or anything else, we just turn on
the telly to save us having to make the effort to
communicate), and drugs, irom alcohol to smack. '

--The process is continuing with the mass addiction -
to TV games, another TV channel, videos (so you can
sit and watch telly even ii there's nothing you
want to watch). Few devices include the home com~
puter (so you can do your shopping from the comfort
of your home~-ior heaven’s sake even consumption
must not involve social contacts. The point is that
we are being increasingly encouraged to do absol-
utely nothing hut consume and are being pushed fur-
ther and further into the "home‘~~your few cubic
metres of private space, (private, that is, pro—
vided you behave there and pay the rent)~-the
machine providing the only link with the outside
nor c.

They might even hlo. all ug before we get 2 chance to he a consumption
machine, but that's =iiierent story. Or is it.....?st“

$3
C11U}

a y , Simon Ieefe, Iov. (D [U 0

I33. Finally, some questions are puzzling me a great deal. iny'answers?

-J>&J.J[\)....\. *~./'k..:'\-/\...../

Precisely WHO controls technology? '
_Is control of technology the same as political power?

What is political poser and who wields it?
Where does the Eastern Bloc fit into all tiis?

.
0

I I\IIZi\?';' FF: O1‘-"Z T HE LOND ON W ORI’lIEB?.S' GR OUP

The latest issue of the IEG Newsletter is now available. It contains articles
on: The National Health dispute, ASLEF strike, ‘Work or the Dole?', Unemployed
Groups, Press agency Job Report, Notes on the Economic Crisis and letters.

The ENG has also produced a new newsheet ‘WORKERS PLhYTIME'. They have produced
two issues so far.
ISSUE ONE costs lOp (and send a large SAE), its 8 pages and contains articles

"on: the Waterwork@rs Strike, the NHS Dispute, Greenham Common, the Police,
the Birmingham SS Officers strike.
-ISSUE TWO costs 20p (plus large SAE) and is 12 pages. Articles on: Halewood
strike, Nuclear War threat, the Watersorkers strike, Crossword strike,
Workers autonomy, the miners strike, the dole, the Italian Winter of 82/83
the Radio Times strike.

All these are available from Box LWG, c/o Little @, Cl Metropolitan Wharf,
Wapping Wharf, flapping Wall, London El.

NEW FROM ‘ECHANGES ET MOUBEEENT'

A pamphlet by Cajo Brendal, on the East German Workers Revolt of 1955.
Its available from Echanges et Mouvement, A.v, Ammelrooy, Eikbosserweg 8?,
1215 RT Hilversum Holland. A subscription to E and M costs the equivalent9

of 25 french francs. They describe themselves as ' A group of comrades sharing
similar positions and in close contact with each other, a means of exchanging
news-on struggles, discussions and criticisms on all struggles of all kinds. . _ V. . u, Th
carried out by those directly concerned for their own emancipation. ey
produce a regular_news1etter and pamphlets (in English and French).  
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LETTER RECEIVED BY UILDCHT FRUW CUMRADES IN HUNG HUNG UN4.1.B3
 

Dear comrades, I

Thank you for your letter of 30.8.82 and many apologies for not
replying earlier.

For your informetvon, Imt'l Correspondence is now sadly down to
the undersigned alone (in fact, has been for a while). Despite that
the objectives set out in theopen letter are still being persued
with the same rigour. At the moment, I'm writing several articles
to be published under the name IE (which will be retained as an
intervention vehicle). Though they are to be in Chinese, I'll send
you a copy when itls out. _

I know Solidarity broke up some time ago, but don't really know
the full reasons. I believe it will be politically important for
parties involved, like yourselves, to publish something on the why'e
(if not also the relevent hows) of the break up. Similarly, those
of you who broke from UR should do likewise. (As far as I kmow it
was not only the Chernier affair or was it?) Or has there been .
anything of the nature published already?

Minus/Undercurrents is now virtually finished, as far as I cans
ascertain; and what is left of it are now persuing activist free-
lemcing (cc—operating now with the Trots and now with Social ;;1
Democrats, now with... what have you); all as a result of a lack
on the one hand of a rigorous theoretical back-up, and on the other,
of political courage (to face up to the pressures of political isolation,
cooperation with sundry activists is, after ell,doing something, , i -
no matter what it is). I mention this, because some of you mgy be
under the same pressures.

\

I guess your national bulletin must already have come out, as another
contact mentioned a certain U-LR recently, though I have not
received emything further from you.

Reading your stuff, I'd like to mention the following preliminary
comments, though even these may be premature for I only have MC
2, 3, 5 + 6, SG 1, 2, +3, the 'Supplement to the NU-LR’ and Aberdeen
Solidarity's ‘Riots in Britain‘.

My general feeling is that your orientation is still in a state of
flux. You reject the, frankly childish libertarianism of John and  
Cliff, yet somewhere you mention you are for libertarian communism
while in UC's ‘Our 5bjectives' you say you are aiming at ‘the over-
throw of all governments, bosses and leaders by a revolution in
which the majority of people, who at the moment are just expected to
follow orders, all play an equal part‘, which, I believe, is a l
libertarian formulation. You say that you agree that capitalism has not
and will never be able to overcome it's inner economic contradictions
(which is the central tenet of the Marxist perspective), yet you
are for federalism. As far as I understand it, Marxism is such a
coherent framework that if you follow it through, you find that you
must accept or rejectit's basic tenets lock, stock and barrel. Thus,
if you -reject the economics of libertarianism, ie self management
(which you do) and accept that the only way to do away with the
wages/money/market system is through central planning, then you
must also reject federalism. Ufcourse, I do not envisage e central
plan that covers everything, andiin fact, am in favour of a lot
more autonomy for individual units than many centraliets do, I reject
federalism (applied to macro issues) as integral to libertarianism.

77 A  
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LETTER FROM HONO KONG CONT'O

One of the matters which I think must be organised centrally is
the proletarian class struggle, by which I mean the ciass class
should organise as e whole through the maximum coordination of the
various moments of it's struggle (after all, what we are fighting _
against is a world capitalist system, and there is no way the workers
can succeed without such coordination). Yes, I know centralism has
a lot of practical problems, but they can only he tackeled if one
faces them instead of avoiding it altogether. what applies to the '
class applies tn its revolutionary minotities as well. while they
are not the general staff of the class's struggle, it's certainly
true that‘they understand that something is seriously wrong and
that this "something" is the capitalist organisationnf society
(and should therefore) put accross this message as widely and force-
fully as possible‘, which means tn say that they must coordinate
their activities ‘as widely and forcefully as possible‘, ie, organise
centrally on the international level. which hrings me toththe if
following point; I

Groups like the ICC accuse you of localism. Based upon your publications
alone, I cannot possibly comment on that because their size itself
is a most severe limitation. You limit yourselves to local bulletins,
but that probably only reflects your lack of resources to produce
a national agitational paper. As a matter of fact, resources permitting,
I believe revolutionaries should. in addition to their inter'l/national
press, produce local bulletins similar to yours. Yet I do sense
inversion of priorities in yOUTgiYp?9SS. Even for lack of resources
resulting in a group being confined to, say, Manchester, I think
it should start from a globalperspective, sad not refuse to 'writei
about E strike or other struggle without first talking to the people
involved‘. I said I'm for local bulletins by national/international
organisations (resources permitting): but I'm against doing it the  
other way round. In fact, in practice you've been forced to rescind your
your avowed immediatism by reporting, for example, on Foland in
UC 3. This immediatism is most apparent in gg U where you even Q

1' t l ' Th' ' La dlfird & Tarmcc Robbery -ersona ise s rugg es as in ieving .n 4 a A
i though I don't think itrwas your intention). QQ also betrayed
perspectives close to investigative reporting and alternative
press when it says in No.3 ‘we want not only to report on these
struggles but also ofifier practical support if we can. If you know
of anything we would report, investigate or be involved in action
Oi-10000‘ Y

As to agreements, Ilm with you on two points. 1.Revolution is a
down—to-earth thing (I used exactly the same phrase in a recent
discussion with a friend) which takes place from an often dramatic
transformation of defensive struggles into offensive ones (there
can, in fact, be no offensive struggles short of the revolution
itself) 2. That workers don't learn through defeats alone, but also
through temporary victories which they then see are inevitably
annulled and more later. It's surely one of the most difficult  
task revolutionaries face in the question: what do we do in a struggle
that we know can at best only result in a temporary victory, to tell
the workers that we can win is to sow illusions, to tell them that
we can only be defeated in the long run if we donit overthrow capitalism
during that struggle is surely nonsense.

continued on bottom of page l6_
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SOME NORTH AMERICAN PUBLICATIONS AND GROUPS OF INTEREST
 

‘PROCESSED wORLO' is an attractive pgigtfidpublication from current
nd ex-office ' ' ' . ' ' ' 'a workers in San Francisco. Nuch imaginative insight

into the individual and collective struggles of the modern office
worker, with analysis, stories, cartoons and letters. well worth
reading. Overseas subscription $15 from Processed world, 55 Butter
Street,§$829, San Francisco,GA94104, w.S.A. Also now available
from some radical bookshops.

he FROM THE ASHES‘ a journal for the self-education of revolutionary
activists. The second issue of this theoretical ‘anarchist’ discussion
journal cameaout in March. The editorial proclaims the need for a
synthesis of the revolutionary elements represented be tbxembourg,
Pannekock, Gorten, Korsch, Narcuse and others in the rfiariistoiyry
tradition as well as that of modern anarchists like Bookchin.
Interesting reading. Available from PO Box 5811, Station A, Toronto,
Ontario, msw 1P2, Canada.

‘STRIKE’ The newspaper Dedicated to Direct Action. Ouite useful
to those outside North America it orcvioivg a different version
Of news items. An essentially ac*?boist~oyfill"ciict publication
but with individual contIibutic,a if nary different persuasions,
some more critical than others of the tr iii anal anarchist

'approaches. Strikes, PO Box 284, Mair Eaation, St Gatherines, Ontario,
Canada, L2R 6T7. '  

TAMPA UORKERS AFFINITY GROUP is a libertarian communist group wiiih
regularly publishes good analytical leaflets. One of their recent
leaflets appears in ‘The Communist Bulletin‘ published from aberdeen.
PO Box 16000, SG Tampa, Florida, 33687 U.S.A.

‘EUGENE BLACK ANOREO'is a libertarian communist group which publishes
'Newsance' which they describe as an opinionated street sheet.
Political principles very similar to those in Intercom. PO Box 254,
Eugene, Oregon 97440, U.S.A.

Does anyone know of any otherswwe ought to know about?
OOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOX

LETTER FROM HONG KONG CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15
Finally, I'd appreciate it if you can send me your other publications.
As said in the open letter, the milieu here is very isolated from
outside currents, and I'm trying to maintain a collection of overseas
publications (except those that I consider to belong to the counter-
revolution) for its reference.

Fraternally,
LLN
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AM ores LETTER TO THE Losses eoenses anon; ABOUT THEIR
LBAFLET oa SU:LBhEnT4RY Bsesslms

Manchester Wildcat group were quite impressed by the leaflet "Whose Benefit?

Chngeg in the gocial 3ecurity gystsm" published by the London workers Group and

we have decided to distribute it in Manchester.

However we felt that the leaflet was marred by the following line "still it's

not all bad - l,OOO of the bastards will lose their jobs as a result of these

changes." We are going to delete these lines by Tippexing them out.

inWe don't wish to glorify the role of D.H.b . workers. Some of them, such as

members of the Fraud Squad are no better than the police. But these are not going

K73 KI‘.to be the ones who lose their jobs, many S.S. staff - clerks and typists

for example - are ordinary workers trying to earn a living as best they can. As

such they are subject to the same frustrations and attacks as the rest of us.

Important links could be forged between_§&i§e D.H.S.S. workers and the unemployed.

Insulting people and telling them that you are glad they are going to lose their

jobs is not the way to forge these links.

Obviously some D.H.S.S. staff can be obstructive when the mood takes them,

although often the rules of the bureacracy they work for leaves them no choice.

But D.H.S.S. staff who are deliberately obstructive rightly deserve our anger

and any way of expressing this anger should be encouraged.

A reduction in the numbers of D.H.S.S. workers will have the effect of making

0things worse for claimants. Dole queues are not enjoyable for most claimants, and

an extra thousand in the dole queue from the D.H.S.S. will not make things better for

anyone.

On.a personal note I would like to add that I dislike intensely the term

bastard as an insult. As someone who disapproves of marriage I think anyone who

chooses parents that are not married deserves to be congratulated not insulted.

Steve, on behalf of the Manchesters WILDCAT group.
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WHAT‘S HAPPENED T0 'WILDCAT' ?
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Up until the end of November 82 we had produced and distributed seven
issues of our local bulletin, Wildcgil The later issues have been
distributed regularly to fairly large numbers of workers in four main
areas: Manchester City Council workers, two unemployment exchanges,
Leyland vehicules, and Parkinson Cowsn finglnoaring. Bulletins and a
leaflet were also given out to many hospital workers. Smaller numbers
have also been given out at other noraplaoes zlrengh local contacts
and at political meetings and €€%Lgfi*“¢5.mdQ, lures issues have been
included in a local alternative ‘3ndL» PC“-v and small numbers have
regularly gone into local raditsl I , ~l ~  

We have had reasonably favoursn e JU"iifiUS from many of those who re-
ceived the bulletin regularly and L» > wC@&*1Tefi a considerable local and
national correspondance, Unfwrtnn~ y “ n+1 had almost no success in
attracting new people to he-; us Ego =1 ~~ tribute the bulletin.  
Despite some initial inierast from 2 2 _ - ~" =1s the active member-
ship of our group continues tn fluctun ~ .~“ : 4 and 6 ... l

A..'
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Although we have I6C€RlkY been ninth; 1 - 7?? leaflet on Social.
Security benefits, we have nan pref‘ ~@ d;* , ii neat‘ bulletins
since October. This was pn;nar" e c 5a,} ii a heiapS€ in the
general level of class struggle? A d»rt:*n demouaiisation occured in
our group (in common with the res' “ 9 slurs we think) in the light
of the massive and continuing on §tw'ud redtrdmnuies and in particular
the defeat of railway and hospita_ I lacs? hero and the Polish.workers

sabroad. This political demoralisut 0m3§LLed with some personal
frustrations has so far prevented e?e1 the current water workers strike
from engendering a collective response inns us,

ci" {"1

However we don't intenfl packing up qltfigefihfifil W6 3T6 continuing with

regular meetings and intend to produce pgpasggggl bulletins or leaflets
when the occasion arises. So keep 1 cents 1, We are always open to
suggestions for activity within the brvad framework of the political
principles in our objectives and in ‘intercom’.

Our address for correspondence remains:
Box 25, 164-166 Corn Exchange, Hanging Ditch, 1ndCHESTEH M4 3BN*§

y Wildcat Report, Manchester, Feb 85

I 
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. News from William.Morris

Wreformists by blows, but reformists '-
.nevertheless" (Adam Buick in the course
of an epistolary debate about anarchism _

- describing syndicalism, some 20 years ag§-)
. ..

The concept of the Social General Strike, — the revolutionary upsurge when the vast
- mass of the working class having become convinced of the anarcho-syndicslist case,.

there is e world-tide mass occupation of all factories and similar capitalist
institutions from which the bosses mould then be locked-out, and the workers woud
then proceed to reorganize society, on libertarian communist lines, — has always
been of course a central aim of anarcho-syndicalism. A central aim, but also -
in the Sorclian theory - a motivating myth; i.e. the social general strike was fm
Sorcl e deliberately overésimplified pictureof the revolutionary process, which
could be offered morkers when they first enquire hoe we see anarchism coming Mg.
about, but offered in the knowledge that nhen the working class has achieved that ,
d€g'I'€"2Ei' _Of L"!-.'.>i".‘1.'T$i'.’l'.i..L'.,-'I.l-‘F-."~1."l€~.“P!‘3S Jill”.-.'T;3I‘='.L’ -?~lI'€;‘ C1 9,;-zqgllgr Ways Whgrgby the '

actual conquest of payer.

 But while the pgvr J at t % r 1 lutiorsry transition is essential to syndicalism,
it can still be om;rv;d that in thy interim the syndicalist concept of the revol-

A utionary infest-;ol'uLion Fithi talist society, acting at one and the same
time as a defensive orgenisation against increased capitalist exploitation & as an
example, an effective sign, q b;iy which it both the embryonic revolutionary move-
ment and the propagfniist oioeniaetion to spread the idea of the social general
strike does involve groduelism, does if you like involve "rcformism.by blows".

- (It is difficult incidentally to see, hoe the SFGB ehich boasts that its membersn~ “
are to be founi in every struggle thenever the marking class is actively defendigg
its standard of living, thinks it avoids such "reformism by blows.")

Ia-n
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Accepting the label reformist by blows, is not necessarily therefore embsrassing,
nor is the description true only of syndicalist forms of anarchism, nor only of
anarchist ferns of "ultr —leftism". The current Direct Action.carries a reprint
article ofIMalatesta's, ~ though ho resin noted opponent of syndicalism vithin the
anarchist movement spurning the revolutionary syndicates as means to social change
his concept rf the relationship botoccn pr sent struggles and future revolutionary
change diffs ed little from the syndicelist. The same dichotomy is to be found
in Council Communism, d - as already stated - in.SPGB practise whatever the theoy.
The only possible exceptions - Bordigide*& the ultre~De Leonists of the BSISLP -
are excpptionssat the price of abstention from struggle.

Fsau

'What is evil in reformism is not the fact of gradualism, but the assistance given
the state d the ruling class to remove some peripheral ills and thus strengthen them-
éelvdd for the future. Certainly it is true - as De Leon so often emphasized —

‘I Ithat concessions non from capitalists by strike actions may be reforms in just ,
this sense. That the capitalist can compensate for the gain of higher wages, by
 adjustments to tho ¢verall economy, which cause other markers to fund the pay ifii
rise. It is even true that Workers sin some partial measure of workers‘ controlJ.

CT"(- I";-5 l-' ~.'.-V' .'\L. .15
in-:5J0§ ct' 1') :-.JI 5.-.1: fl.through strike notion that - -3 system is capable of transforming itseff

so as to absorb the grin. That is ny en argument fir refusing to engage in
pa-tial struggles, nhion is o recipe “er demorolisatinn, & involves abrogating
thc use of the movem:nt’s most important propaganda weapon; it i an argument for
being aware of the ;imitnrT+»s of each strugglcf d itts perhaps necessary to be
more aware than syndicnlis are s notifies, of dcngers of engaging in unwinable. ._ ,, -.- _ . .4 T -0 4 , " .

' = __ " '. ._’ _ _ . 1 -.-'.', I. ‘ ‘ I .1 '- " I

Struggles which m“? loadctd demoralisation of o different kind.

J
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vs LThus even though the "ultra~lc jet" rejects the perspective of tho reel reformists
— taking power & ei;hor logisleting for saciol chcnfic, or to impose it by admin?
istrative fist esihe docs n¢t totally esc'pc the Haximelist/minimalist divide
that l°Y at the base of the traditional division between reformists & "revolution-
aries in the statist tradit1on- It is the same problem that caused Trotsky to

' ‘ ' ‘ g3ntjQ3Hfl st foot OF PBQB 28
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THE ANARCHIST SCENE IN THE NORTH-UEST - A PERSONAL UIEU

One of the concerns of 'Intercom' has been to open an exchange nf
information and debate between the revolutionary traditions of both
anarchism and Marxism, and individuals involvedicn this project
have therefore attended and ccntributed to meetings organised
by both these tendencies. "

I recently attended the afternoon session of a ‘day school‘, held
in Burnley and organised by the Direct Action Movement where a
healthy discussion took place on the role of trade unions in
modern capitalism, drawing on the theoretical insights sfssyndical—
ism, anarchism and Marxism council communism, and the practical
experience of the individuals involved. Infact the discussion was
opened up by an International Communist Current sympathiser who
gave a very concise introduction without the usual accompanying
jargon of;the I.C.C. In all, I think this was a practical demonstration
of the possibilities which do exist for an ongoing debate between
these tendencies if the participants could only overcome some af
their current sectarianism. I

By contrast to this, the subsequent Month Uest Anarchist Federation
Conference held in Liverpnpl nn the 20th February was really depressingn
The Direct Action Movement, whilst itself open to heavy criticism /
from a revolutionary viewpoint, nnne the less represents one of
the healthier elements of the modern British anarchist mnvement. y
It was noticeable that very few of their members were in attendance. '
Uhat was left, besides a handful sf individual revolutienary no
anarchist communists, was a motley crew of fevaip§iQna§yQ,enarchists, ~
proponents of extra-parliementemyprefbrmismapTheir anarchism amounted
to little WQQS $han_fihtt§hhe;Qmilitahii sites Eh various campaigns
against %%% hiuise fiissilétphihbdytbhrts etc, or organising the
aisssnativa ghettbithindgh hunk gigs, housing co-ops and the like.
they came tbgethernnot in any attempt to achieve a c herent under-
standing of the system, but simply in a celebration If anarchist

'diversity' with everyone going their own way - going nowherei Their
concerns were undoubtedly worthy causes, but they can hardly be
the the primary concern nf a revolutionary movement. Perhaps they
are excusable in the abscence of a strong social movement of the
working class, but I suspect that most of these of these folk would
not recognise such a movement if itieere under their noses. The
only way they eventually united the assembly was the traditionally
negative anti~statism of the anarchism which expressed itself in
support for an abstract 'anti-vote poster campaignfor the next
parliamentary elections.

1:

Perhaps I should have expected no more than this,,but I did. Is
it too much to hope that future anarchist conferences might be
more productive? V

M.B. Manchester.

News From William Morris (continued from page 19)
produce his programme of transitional demands. Whilst naturally no Leftist
would accept that programme as adequate in the form presented, since it was
an essentially power-oriented programme of reforms, the same programme
presented in a different context in those days, presented as guidelines for
syndicalits to prevent their defensive acts falling into reformism,
(broadly the approach of ‘Revolution Proletarienne', the Rosmer-Monatte
group,) becomes a very different matter.

However a policy which is adequate at one historical stage, is almost by
definit— /continued on page 21.

4



page 21
ion — inadequate in the next. (A lesson which cf course has not been learnt by
Trotsky's epigoni.) ‘When - in his Testament, & in the exchanges that followed
it - Trotsky at the end of his life was considering afresh bureaucratic collectiv-
ist analyses of the soviet union; Trotsky (for the first time conceding the
theoretical possibility of the analysis & in so doing accepting the deadline of
the end of the war for a final test between his theories and the "new class" anal-
ysis,) said that if a new class analysis was accepted, it went without saying that
his perspective of attaining socialism had "ended as Utopia", that it would be
necessary to abandon his programme and adopt a "new programme of minimal defence
of workers"against the new barbarism of the triumphant bureaucratic ruling class.

iThat was obviously itself just a temporary programme. ‘Writing then only just ovs
twenty years since the October Revolution, & basing himself on Marx's dictum.that
it was impossible to pose a revolutionary alternative to a new ruling society,
until that society had exhausted its potential for progressive economic function,
he would be unable to pose a revolutionary alternative to bureaucracy, just as in
his earliest days, Marx held both that Jacohinism had outlived its usefulness asge J;
a revolutionary philosophy, & that socialist proposals were Utopian — i.e. premature,
It is not a judgement that need worry us now, since more years have passed since
the Russian Revolution than intervencd between the Bastille & the CommunistIMani£-
esto. But in its day,(again if one transports Trotsky‘s concept of the programme
from a governmentalist framework, tc being guide lines for syndicalist agitation
within the trade union context,) it would have had a lot to recommend it as a
basis for syndicalist strategy. (It was indeed, whether consciously or uncon-
sciously I know not, what Rcsmer's group did, in launching the Circle Zimerwald,
& in pursuing a fairly reformist industrial policy. Given.Rosmer's position as
a criti¥al supporter of Trotsky‘s, it is probable that it was a consciously pursued
policy.

In noting that the time has gobs beyond this, one recalls that in News from.Nowhere
IMcrris forecast that despite the warnings of libertarian socialists the future
probably lay with Fabians and Bellamy-type state socialists; and that only when
these had imposed a bureaucratic "nightmare of Utopia", would it be possible for
the real revolution to break out against this social-democracy. That that
revolt would itself begin on a gradualist basis, (interestingly he guessing fore-
told l958, the year of CND‘s launch, as the beginning of that revolt.)

The basis of a revolutionary rejection of a new class system, - if one uses the
methodology of Marx in the Manifesto, - is to take the minimal defensive demands
that the working class has evolved for its own protection, & enlarge this, spell
out its potential, in such a way as to build on the basis of the workers’ instinct-
ive yearnings a prospectus of a future society consistent with the march of
technology, but subordinating that technology to the interests of the people
rather than vice versa. Once again, if such s perspective in put in a non-
governmentalitt framewcrk it shsuld suffice.

It is not only refcrmism by blows that is a traditional part of the revolutionary
armoury; thc Mutualist tradition of anarchism descended from Proudhon, reinfmsfid
by Tucker, Thcreau.& Tolstoi, (admittedly a somewhat petit-bourgecis tradition,)
was reformism by construction; and while one can accept that that tradition cans,
be dismissed as refermist, nevertheless many of the acts of more ruthent c revol-
utionaries come within the samc category. The whole move, from Sebastien Ferr-
ier on, towards more libertarian forms cf education, as a means to combat the
ruling class's system of indoctrinating the children cf the.working class, is ass
after all an aspect of reformism by consction. (Made more revolutionary than
that of the Mutualists by the fact that it was consciously linked to syndicalist
struggle, reformism by construction coupled to reformism by blows.)

Any work towards defence of civil liberties, towards mutual aid to blacklisted strik-
ers & other militants, - all activities which are essential adjuncts of militant
revolutionary struggle, are taken by themselves, in isolation, essentially reform-

-
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News From William Morris (continued from page 21)
ist. In-an age of nuclear weapons, of soveso-type chemical poisoning, of
the destruction through agri-capitalism of the fertility of large tracts of
land, of nuclear power stations; the ostensibly reformist act of trying to
prevent the capitalists - while they retain poser - destroying the world,
or making it barren so that a socialist productive potential is impossible,
is not only in itself a necessary prelude to social revolution; but also
posing the demands necessary for this apparently limited aim, brings one
into conflict with capitalism; and the demands cannot be won without the
destruction of class society.

 Laurens Otter.
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ORGANISAT ION in-ID ION OF THE ULTRA-,LEFT ?, A TREIPLY To i-‘lELi~iOTii.

The creation of Intercom is a positive move towards revolution and the
way we as revolutionaries organise ourselves is non more important than
ever before. If the capitalists remain in power the future of the human,
race may be in doubt, and even the british revolutionaries will agree that
without the humans there can be no revolution.

<1 in ca ‘,j;.. +e nais <1I-4 E1

Intercom should not become a central organ with a fined production staff
and system of funds because central co-ordination would lead to oppression
of minority viewpoints. This oppression would occur not because it was
vital to the revolution but because it was practical for the running of a
central national mouthpiece. Revolutionaries share a common aim to create
through social revolution a society without bosses and governments, where
all have an equal say in how things are run without any relationships of
domination and submission, where production is for need not for profit.
The way we organise ousselves and even the way we live within the capitalist
system should reflect our ultimate goal. If we want to achieve a society
where freedom of the individual is of the utmost importance, then freedom
of the individual must be of the utmost importance in our movement. All
of our organistaion must be as infernal as possible, if efficiency leans
towards oppression or coercion, then effieiency must suffer.

c+—-IO .'3*'*"'bC

Why does Melnoth place so such importance on the differen = between rev-
olutionaries and yet fail to mention the common ground? _ we wait for
a time when all comrades agree on every dot and digit of e way forward
then we will do nothing other than wait. I agree that the differences _
that exist between possible contributors to Intercom must not be ignored.
But I see the role of Intercom as clarifying the reasons for such diff-
erences, Interccm acting as a means for discussion will enable people to
compare the wav forward as they see it to the nay forward as seen by others
with the same aim. Such discussion is the may to create a unified attack
on the capitalist system in all areas. y

I ” Mike Stone.
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ORGANISATION AND REUULUTIUNARIES. A REPLY TU 'CENTRALIST' CRITICS.

The latest issue of The Communist Bulletlnqcnntains e somewhat prem-_____________________»
ature obituary For Intercom. Their report of our demise is part and
parcel of their analysis of the current situation and the response
that revolutionaries should make to it.
The publishers of the Bulletin correctly say that the present s;
situatibn is one hf dsunturn in class struggle. They believe that
in such circumstances that groups of revolutionaries uill Find it
very difficult to achieve much by uay of impact with their inter-
ventions. They say: v  

I
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"There are no magical salutions to the separation of revol-
H utiooaries from the class as a whole and in the testing years

or "ahead only those communists who base themselves on the solid
foundation of disciplined theoretical work and centralised
organisational activity will be able to Eulfill the tasks

~< demanded of them by the class struggler"
Elsewhere they describe what they see as one of the most important
tasks of their new grouping, they say that"...we would want as 3
much debate as possible and on as fraternal a basis as possible..."
However, they apparently ds not see Intercom as a means for ext-
ending that debate, rather they see it as "... a means of commun-
ication and swapping leaflets between autonomous local groupletsA..
and as such is desined as a crutch for localism and federalism."
They therefore decided to abstain from participation in the project.
It appears that their main objection to Intercom is not the idea
of a journal for revolutionaries to use as a means for discussion,
rather it is the eay the groups participating organise themselves.
The Bulletin group at least openly proclaim that they intend to be
anti-sectarian, though their practice to date seems to indicate
otherwise. -However, their critique of us bears many similarities
to that of the organisation they recently departed from, the ‘
International Commumist Current (ICC), who published an attack on us
in the June B2 issue of the British publication world Revolution.
According to this article, our rejection of an "international
centralised organisatiog" and preference to boild up local groups
amounted to "localism". It is difficult to know just west is I
meant by this term, but it can be assumed that it implies a
certain parochialism and refusal to see the need for collective
work on a national and international level. They cite our
publishing of articles with a local flavour as evidenee of this,
conveniently ignoring the ones that have dealt with Foland, the
Falklands, END, thg threat of war, national implications of local
strikes and so on.
For too long we have left these charges unanswered, or have been too
soft when replying. Generally we have preferred to concentrate on
positive work, rather than get dragged into polemics which serve
little purpose other than to give tiny groups the illusion of
doing something. However their comes a time when the kind of
views being paddled by groupo like the Bulletin and the ICC
become a source of potential despair and destruction of revolut-
ionary enthusiasm, at this point some response is necessary.
The aims of the Bulletin then are, discussion, discflplioed theor-
etical work and the creation of a centralised political organisat-
ion. Discussion is to take place within the "communist milieu".
Quite what constitutes this milieu is not certain, but there is
some evidence that it includes such groups as the ICC, the ’
Communist workers Organisation (CUB) and their various French and
Italian contacts. Possibly we are also included, as a kind of
simple cousin who people really don't like to talk about too much.
At any rate the Bulletin's main preoccupation seems to be their
disagreements with the ICC and CUB, and the articles are full
of complex criticisms of them - but unfortunately they make little
attempt to relate them to folk not versed in the politics of
such groups. So far, their discussion has been incredibly intro-
spective, fixating on their obsession with a centralised political
organisation. They recently left the ICC, because as they say,
it tolerated little real internal discussion. But they seem to
have learned little from their experiences. They still sgree with
the ICC's platform and statutes - apparently they feel the basic
politics of the organisation were not at fault, what was wrong
was the control exercised by the central organs of the ICC. It seems

__ . .
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strange that these self-proclaimed marxists cannot see the essential
link between ideas and political activity.

The ICC was formed in the mid-seventies as a coming together of
various groups of left communists. This was a time of creation of
a number of other groups. For all of us the eighties have proved
difficult times, yet for the 'centralist' groups could well prove
fatal - and indeedffor some nearly did so recently.
The problem for the centralists has been that they have been loaded
with s theory which dooms them to inactivity. Central to their
theories are the twin ideas of ‘capitalist decadence‘ and the'role
of the party’.. Capi  ist decadence holds that capitlaism is on
the road to its imminemtidemese,ehaving outlived its historical
purpose. The future now holds the prospect of war and revolution.
The revolutionary group exists as both a leadership of the working
class and a ‘pole of regroupment', around which working class
activists will flock as the crisis deepens.s well , the seventies
and early eighties have certaonly seen a worsening of capitalism's
crisis and certainly seems to be heading in the direction of war.
The problem is that the groups have totally failed to recruit in
large enough numbers and worse, the working class looks further
away from revolution than it has done for a number of years.

' .

\

The centralists, however, continued to preach the imminence of the
revolution, and set about preparing their organisations to act as-
the centre around which the new communist party could coalesce. That
this organisation had little more than a paper existence in many
countries seemed to matter little, the more addresses that could I
appear in the press the better. The escape from isolation in one
country lay in amalgamation with other isolated coomenists in other
countries - the end result remained, of course, isolation, but on
such a grand scalell r

But what were they left with, other than this perfect centralised
machine? The revolution did not come. It is hardly suprising that
many of there members started to question the line of the organisatio
The problem seems to be that the organisation could not toleratei
questioning. Instead they entered into a fantasy world, where police
spies were trying to wreck them. The theory developed that their
was an international conspiracy of the bourgeoisie to pdevvent
the proletarian revolution. Increasingly the pages of world Revolut
ion became unreadable, being mishmashes of fantasy and magalomania.
A paper that is supposed to be read by working people became
diffiuclt even for people eho had been reading it for some years
and were aware of the particular style and jargon used by that sect..
Then came disaster, for the British section lost about half of its
members, most of whom (including some long-standing communists)
entered the void of political oblivion. They have since become
increasingly introspective and obsessed with their own importance.
From this split emerged the small group that publishes the Bulletin,
yet they seem to have learned little. Possibly they are aware that
the extreme sectarianism pf the ICC is obsolete, but that is about
all, Their principal obsession is the question of organisation. In
fact this dominates their ‘disciplined theoretical wcrk' to date.
Bresumably they will go on with this, supplementing it with lengthy
theoretical documents on world shattering ebents, over which tiny
groups can have no influence whatsoever. all in the interest of
building a new 'pure' party. Thus their response to this very trying
time for revolutionaries is for us to sit around in small groups of
6 or a dozen or so, and talk to ourselves. Presumably when we have
got fed up with that we will be free to sink into poltical
oblivion - a state that will perfectly match the impotence that
their schemes offer. i
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what their concept of organisation offers has got nothing to do with
the lessons of working class stroggle. Rather it is a remnant of
their leftist heritage, appearing remarkably similar to the ideas C ~
of the Trotskyist Ath lnternaiiohal. Lacking a mass movement, what
you do is to create an international leadership and wait for the
working class to follow it, having been shown the brilliance of the
leaderships lines. For the Trotskyists such a positian was ludicrous
(not to mention counter-revolutionary), but what can it possibly be
for groups pf the miniscule size of the left communists.

Far from the position of the Bulletin, it is not sufficient to simply
say that ‘it is not a question of centralisation or not, but what
kind of centralisation‘. Their experience of centralisation is far
from unique, in fact it seems nearer the norm. Those of us wha
formed the Social Revolution group in 1975 had faced similar problems
with the Socialist Party of Great Britain, the comrades who set up
Solidarity beck in the late fifties were reacting against the
centralism of the Trotskyists. It is hardly suprising that the
libertarian, councillist and left communist 'movement' is sprinkled
with people with similar experiences - in many cases it was - ;
precisely that experience that led to a rejection of their former
politics. T
what then is our alternative? Let me just say that none ofl us regard
the current situation and state of oraanisation as ideal. Intercom
is the best we can manage at the moment. The guestion as to what  
form of organisation we would ultimately like to see is one that
would produce a variety of answers. we all agree that the struggle
for revolution reouires the aativlty of groups of revolutionaries
(as part of the ongoing class struggle, rather than some abstrcat
leadership). we all agree that for the groups to be isolated from
each other is a recipe for defeat - otherwise we would not contrib-
ute to Intercom, the main purpose of which is to bring revolution-
aries together. However, we certainly do not think that the time ;
is right ta create another unified organisadon. Uur experience of
them so far has been that their impact was totally negligible. Those
of us in Solidarity left because the internal arguments reached
the point where they were paralysing our external work, we were
sick of contemplating our revolutionary navels - and we suspect ‘
that the comrades setting out on the Bulletin project will get
sick of it too one day. Howevrr, given the current situation it
seems likely that any attempt to set up a unified organisation
will meet the same problems we experienced in the past.
what as set out to do was to talk to members of our class, rather
than to members of our sects. Thus the Aberdeen comrades set up
Subversive Graffitti, the Manchester people started wildcat and
we in the Potteries have started producing Careless Tglk. More-
over we are not alone - the number of similar sheets being produced
seems to be growing. we would hardly claim to be responsible for
the other publications, but it can be seen that we are part of a
general trend. All these.newsheats carry some lobal, some national
and some international stories. The decision to feature local stories
is not because ee think that the revolution is going to start in
Aberdeen, Manchester of Stoke-on—Trent, but because we see it as a
way to let our fellow workers realiae that important struggles
do take place in their awn localities and not just in far away
or 'important' places. And let us be frank, their is a propaganda
decision involved too. Us believe that workers will be more likely
to read revolutionary eaterial if it is directly relevant to them
and is written in a style that is accessible to ordinary people.
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Now, times are hard, as the Bulletin correctly points out, revoluté
ionaries are isolated and feedbaek is very limited from our efforts»
But can they honestly say that we are more likely to despair and~*
despondency thanwor the ICC and two are with all their fine talk .
and introspection? Nt least with out more realistic assessment of
our own importanme we are unlikely to give up because nobody '
follows and the revolution does not come next week!
If it is ridiculous to try to set up a unified organisation now, it
may not be so in the future. But any organisation that is set up
must be based on a real existence, with a real memebrship in
strong, functioning groups. Ih other words it must be built from
the bottom up, in answer to a real need.. It will be created as a
result of increasing working class struggle and will grow or die
with that struggle. Our task now is primarily one of working
towards such a situation, of creating local groups, spreading
propaganda and discontent. Sometimes this will be in the form of
specific interventions, but in times of downturn in class struggle
will take the form of more general propaganda. At the same time it
is important that the group$ retain contact with each other and
don’ t develop in isoltaion. It is vital that discussion continues
in print and face to face. That is why we set up Intercom, to
work for the strengthening pf revolutionaries, to overcome their
isolation — not as the Bulletin and ICC allege, to perpetuate
our sepeaateness and diversity. what the eventual outcome will be
will be determined‘ by the seriousness of the revolutionary
milieu in its desire to co-operate and overcome the sectarianism  
that poisons us at the moment. what seems inevitable is that
when an organesatioo is formed we will have learned the lessons from
the past and have rejected the notions of 'centralism' being
paddled at the moment, seeing them as more likely to cause problems
than to solve them.

LOUIS ROBERTSON

NOTES  
1. THE COMMUNIST BULLETIN 3, article entitled "Ultra Left Review"

on page 48
2. The same arteele, page 44.
3. THE COMMUNIST BULLETIN 3, article entitled, ‘Letter anut the

CJO*, page 44
4..The COMMUNIST BULLETIN, p 47 V
5. wORLO REVOLUTION, No5O June 1982, artttle, "Solidarity lies a

mouldering in the grave ........ but its localist soul is
marching on.7

6. See various issues of wILOCAT, SUBUERSIUE CRAFITTI, CARELESS TALK

THE COMMUNIST BULLETIN can be obtained by writing to: The Bulletin,
c/o STO George Street, Aberdeen
wORLO REVOLUTION can‘ be contacted at: BM Box B69, London wc1 3XX.
They ask that there be no mention of their name on the envelope.
THE two can be contaoted at: CwO, PO Box , 2B3 Clarence Drive,
Glasgow G12. They publish the paper ‘workers voice‘ (probably the
mast readable of the left communist publications).
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THE CURRENT ANTI-“MR DIRECT ACTION AND THE PEACE CAMPS
 

I'd like to discuss the current anti-war direct action and the Peace
Camps in Eritain by contrasting the article in CARELESS TALK February
issue ‘After the Peace Camps‘ with the article '“hr and Peace’ in Subversive
Graffiti no.8.

Both articles agree in that they argue that to end war people need
to overthrow the whole capitalist system. Ibwever there is a difference
in emphasis in the articles. The CARELESS TALK article gives the impress-
ion that ‘overthrowing the whole system‘ is an altgrnativeto today's anti-
war direct actions. Instead of blockading military bases, people should
be making a revolution. _

The SUENERSIVE GRAFFITI article on the other hand argues for the anti-
war direct action to be more effective (eg rejection of dogmatic pacifism)
and for this action to be considered and proclaimed to be part of the .
struggle to overthrow all authorities and totally transform society.

I think this second approach is more productive. Ebcause today, when
the majority of people are not revolutionaries, what in practice does it
mean to advocate ‘overthrowing the system‘ as an alternative to taking anti-
war direct action? I think in practice it would mean h§pdingout_leaflet§_
advocating overthrowing the system instead of taking direct action. Now
I've nothing against handing out leaflets (I must have handed out millions),
on the contrary its very its very important to spread our views as widely
as possible.

But I believe that a majority revolutionary consciousness will arise
mainly out of social struggles against the system (at the workplace, street
riots, anti-war, anti-nuclear etc) rather than just from revolutionaries‘
propaganda. Thus, where such struggles have a potential for generalising
I think its more productive for revolutionaries to be involved,with an
openly reyolujipnary attitude, rather than only to write about such struggles

I think also that people becoming revolutionaries is not just a
question of having certain ideas. For a revolution to take place people
will have in practice to overcome the habits of obedience to authority, fear
of breaking the law etc. which I think can still affect people deeply, even
after they have intellectually rejected such attitudes. Taking direct action
I think helps people to reject habits of obedience to authority in practice.

Some may agree that revolutionary consciousness arises out of social
struggles but argue that the Peace Camps/anti—war actions are not such a
struggle, they're just a single issue campaign we should not become involved 1n
I would say its important to distinguish between on the one hand, CND, CND -type
propaganda, CND marches etc and on the other hand invading and blockading
military bases, direct action. I would not join CND, give out single issue
anti-nuclear leaflets, I'd only go on a CND type march if I was giving out
revolutionary leaflets or taking direct action. _ O

But anti-war directagtipn I think is very different. Intrinsically
it is implicitly challenging thewhole set-up where most people are passive
spectators leaving the important decisions to the authorities. And this can
be made explicit by what revolutionaries involved say/write before during
and after such actions. Also the nature of the direct actions can be dev-
eloped to challenge the system more explicitly and fundamentally (eg a mass
occupation that drives off the police rather than a sit-down where everyone
allows themselves to be arrested).  

Finally, I think the CARELESS TALK article may under—estimate the
consciousness of those involved in the direct action/Peace Camps. Certainly
there is no one view-point all hold to. From a very limited involvement ( a
demo organised by Lossiemouth Peace Camp and a festival and blockade at Faslano)

t y CONTINUED... '



it seems the most influential viewpoints amongst the participants are pac-
ifism and anarchism. 0k, those involved in Intercomm would probably have
significant differences with most people involved, but I'm sure the majority
involved are against all_wars (hot just nuke weapons) and most have probably
some idea of there needing to be a major change in the entire system. Its v
important to realise that almost all the direct actions have been carried
out outside the CND framework. At the Faslane blockade I was involved in
there were no CND (pr any other) bureaucratic order-givers to be seen. In
fact the action was really good for its self-managed nature and the commmit-
ment of those involved. l

Mike (Aberdeen ).

P.S. There are good articles on anarchist involvement in the resistance to
the Comiso Cruise missile base in Sicily in INSURRECTION magazine, 80p from
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On l3th December 1982 one thousand women blockaded the United
' C in the south ofStates Air Force / R.A.F. Base at Greenham ommon

I to o ose the siting of new nuclear Cruise missilesEngland. ‘This was pp
there. They succeeded in causing serious disruption at the Ehse that day
— despite the violence of the police in manhandling and hitting protest- .

‘ ‘ ' d b the mass media.ors. The police brutality was predictably ignore y _
The police arrested three people, including one woman from Aberdeen. Sheh‘ ometime in the Ebw A
will have to appear in court at Newbury, Ibrks ire s_

I-E -I-I -R-E

Year.
an

Despite evictions and imprisonment, the “bmen's Peace Camp continues' l " A women weutside the Greenham Ehse. The Greenham women say so
~ have been actively encouraged to stay at home and look up to men as our' hile others are

protectors. But we reject this role. we cannot stand by wh. II

organising to destroy life on our_eart A

-I-1+** **

-. _ \

_ NATO wants to put l6C>Cruise missiles at Greenham and at Molesworth,
Cambridgeshire - as part of the 572 new nuclear missiles planned for

Western Europe. _

-I-I -N-* -11"!-

*4!- -I-I -I-* East and “est Governments spend a fortune on weapons - at the same3

time attacking their populations standard of living. The Tories,-
backed b the Labour Party in Parliament, spend millions on murder in theB Y
South Atlantic and Northern Ireland — but Thatcher is refusing to give the
l aid health workers a rise. Why should resources be used like this,ow p
only to increase the power and profit of a small elite? Why shouldn't the
world's wealth belong to the world's people, and be used to benefit all?

**#
*** aPeople need to oppose all war-mongering governments, no matter what

flag they've got painted on their nuclear bombs. The Polish workers‘ hi e
mass strikes and street actions have weakened the hhrsaw Pact war mac n A
But one year ago the Soviet and Polish rulers imposed martial lawst 1
to try and crush the people's resistance. Nevertheless the class s rugg e
between rulers and ruled continues — on both sides of the iron curtain;

From Gdansk to Greenham Common we can only rely on our own collect_
ive direct action. If we leave it to Governments to ban the bomb

and im rove things we'll wait till doomsday - literally. Actions likeP a
the blockade of the Greenhmm Base can be a step towards the mass direct
action needed to reclaim the whole planet for its people.

-I-I -K-I“ -I-'I'

we invite comments on this leaflet, and welcome requests for more infor-
mation and literature. Please write to : Subversive Graffiti Collective,
-'- *ssi*~“-<s- AhnvdnQn_ (23rd December 1982)


